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River pavl1ion
plans propo sed
Pending fa vorab}e student
reaction, the College of
Engineering plans to build a
pavilion on USF's Riverfront
Park.
"We want student reactions
before we begin anything," said
Engineering Dean Edgar Kopp.
TO DO THIS; Kopp said a model
of the proposed project will be
on display in the UC lobby some
time soon.
"We actually built one 8 feet in
diameter (the proposed structure
will measure 40 ft.) and tested it
for structural strength," Kopp
said , adding the tests were quite
positive.
Construction of the pavilion,

which will have lighting and be
available for picnics and social
events, has been approved by the
Administration and the Board of
Regents, Kopp said.
"WE'VE GOT the concrete
donated, we have our own concrete spraying machine and
most of the work will be done by
engineering students," Kopp
continued, adding, "this won't
involve cutting down any trees,
either."
Engineering 's estimate is
$6,900,
according to Dan
Walbolt, who chaired the committee on the use of recreational
areas, compared to a figure of
$13,800 supplied by Physical
Plant to construct the pavilion.

Engineering Dean Edgar Kopp

Oracle photo by Bill Phillips

points out features of the proposed pavilion at US F's Riverfront Park.
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Physical Plant audit
ordered by Mac key

11

Accent on Learning"

was the theme at USF's inception. Story, Page 10

BY BILL NOTTINGHAM
Oracle Staff Writer
A full audit of Physical Plant
records has been ordered by USF
Pres. Cecil Mackey, · responding
to charges that maintenance
workers have "for 10· years"
been directed by superiors to
falsify job reports .
Mackey termed charges appearing in yestereday's Oracle as
"very serious." He has directed
Ken Thompson, vice president
for Administrative Affairs, "to
loo!\ into the problem im-

mediately" and to order an audit
by Internal Control.
THOMPSON said yesterday he
would ask Raymond Zureich,
director of Internal Control, to
conduct the investigation into
Physical Plant's financial
records. At the same time. he
said, Physical Plant Director
Charles Butler will be investigating the " falsification"
charges leveled at
Assistant
Director of Physical Plant
George Chavez and Maintenance
Superintendent Robert Kraemer .

Unex pecte d appoi ntmen ts
made to secur ity group
BY CHRISTY BARBEE

Oracle Staff Writer
Confusion . regarding the
selection of students for an allUniversity committee resulted in
unexpected appointments by
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey.
Mackey
appointed
five
students to an ad hoc committee
on a State University System

security manual much to the
dismay of SG Pres. Bill Davis.
DAVIS contended he should
recommend
student
appointments because of Board of
Regents (BOR) policy on SG's
role in decision making.
He said the confusion started
Thursday when he received a
letter appointing him to the ad

BY ANNE LAUGHLIN
Oracle Staff Writer
The Board of Regents <BORJ
has given
Pres. Cecil Mackey authorization to proceed immediately with plans for two additional floors on the
new library.
Building the two floors now, instead of a year
after the library is completed will save the State
University System about $650,000, according to
Mackey.
"TllE LIHHARY was originally plann ed to be
finished in June of 1974. I guess this will add about
four to six months," Roxy Nea l, director of
Fal·ilities and Planning , sa id.
Nc>al added that a lack of concrete, which ha s held
up at least one Physical Plant project, will not
dt•l;i~· building of the libra ry.
""The lack of concrete would hold up a nybody
l'Xcept J. A. Jones Construction Cornpany," a
spok('Sman for the company said . "" W1 ~ an· so ~ood,
thmgs like that don't bother us .··
.. THE 1'1.l ":'llBI:\(; strike will prohahl y hold us

hoc committee to which he
thought he was supposed to
recommend students. He had
been asked for such recom mendations but had not yet
responded.
Davis said he was asked by
Assistant Vice Pres. for Student
Affairs Dan Walbolt Wednesday
to recommend three students for

"The lack of concrete would hold up
anybody except J. A. Jones Construction
Company. We are so good, things like
that don't bother us."
--J. A. Jones Construction Co. spokesman
up more than anything," Neal said. The plumbing
strike Neal refers to started April 1 and "has no
end in sight."
The additional space will be primarily a "stack
room," according to Neal.
Money for the floors is the result of the low bid by
J . A. Jones Construction Co., according to Mackey .
Their bid was about $1.4 million less than the
a mount allocated by the BOR for the new library,
Mackey said, so the BOR allocation will pay for the
addtional floors.
With the addition of the two floors, the new library
will have a capacity of one million volumes , compared to the 375,000 volumes that the present
library holds now .

Bill Davis
three positions for the manual
formulating committee and was
upset when he received the letter
from Mackey asking him to serve
rm the same committee.
HE SAID HE showed the letter
to Howell who was "flabbergasted," that the appointment
was made before recommendations were received from
Davis.
Davis said he was asked to a
meeting
where
Howell,
Walbolt and Albert Hartley,
former vice president for Administrative Affairs, "shifted the
blame" to Joe Busta, assistant to
Mackey .
Walbolt said last night the
confusion was the result of "an
administrative communication
problem."
He explained the
matter of appointments to the
two committees discussed at two
staff meetine:s.
BUSTA WAS not present for the
second meeting at which the vice
presidents decided appointments
Continued on Page

It

Chavez and Kraemer have
been charged with directing
workers through their foremen to
falsify work reports in order to
cover for any idle time a worker
may have. Both men have also
been charged with using unfair
and discriminatory hiring and
promotion practices.
Eleven maintenance men ,
requesting that their names be
withheld, issued the charges last
Tuesday in a meeting with The
Oracle.
"I DON'T know what makes a
man go through 10 years 'lying
and cheating' and then deride to
come forward," said Thompson .
He ·said the charges against
Chavez and Kraemer were only
"symptomatic" of a wide-spread
morale problem in Physical
Plant.
"People who tell people to
falsify records are wrong," he
said, "but people who falsify
records are equally wrong. You
can lie in the system and
essentially get away with it, as
long as everybody is going along
with it," he said. "There is no
sense saying we have fantastic
controls, because we don't."
Internal Audit, according to
Thompson,
"is here for the
purpose of doing objective audits.
They will decide what they are
going to look for and how they are
going to look for it."
THOMPSON, who met early
yesterday morning with Butler,
Continue(,( .. ~m
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Fire sin ks US min esw eep er

....
police said. Police said they used clubs to disperse the
HONOLULU <UPll - A British merchant ship rescued
youths after they roamed streets and smashed Catholic
all the crewmen from the U.S. Navy minesweeper USS
shop windows.
Force Tuesday 10 hours after it caught fire and sank in the
pulled
Spraynes,
SS
the
ship,
Renewed war inevitable
Philippine Sea. The rescue
<UPI) - Egyptian Vice Premier Mohammed Abdel Kader
the men from lifeboats about 820 miles west of Guam. All
'
Hatem said Tuesday another war with Israel is inevitable
were in good condition with only some minor injuries, a
because acceptance of Israel's peace terms would mean
Navy spokesman said. The Spraynes was headed toward
Okinawa with the rescued crewmen.
headquarters. Attorney Peter H. Wolf, acting under court Arab surrender, the Middle East News Agency (MENA)
orders, revealed the identity of a former client, whom he reported. MENA had reported earlier that Egyptian War
said took the documents from the office of Watergate Minister Gen. Ahmed Ismail told graduating army officers
Testimony points to Mitchell
conspirator E . Howard Hunt and hid them until just before in Cairo Monday that the battle against Israel "will
WASHINGTON <UPI> - The Watergate bugging was the Nov . 7 election.
definitely take place." Ismail is the commander of the
cleared through the White House and set up in such a way
the Egyptian, Syrian and Jordanian war fronts.
as to give former Attorney General John N. Mitchell
Residents roadblock Indians
All-night bombing raids
"deniability" about it later, according to evidence provided
PENH <UPll - U.S. B52 bombers and Flll jet
PHNOM
a federal grand jury. The grand jury also has received
PINE RIDGE, S.D. <UPil - Oglala Sioux opposed to the ·
sworn testimony that Mitchell after he left the Justice occupation of Wounded Knee set up their own roadblock figher-bombers flew heav.y all-night raids in support of an
Department to become President Nixon's campaign outside the besieged settlement Tuesday despite a top offensive by government troops to regain lost territory 5 to
manager last year, arranged for FBI data and other secret federal official's statement that they could not do it. The 10 miles south of Phnom Penh, field reports said Tuesday.
government reports to be provided to Nixon campaign Pine Ridge Reservation Sioux manning the new roadblock The raids stalled a rebel drive just below the Cambodian
raids were believed to be among
workers worried about violence from radical grouups.
were avowed enemies of Indians who seized Wounded Knee capital. Tuesday's
bombing resumed 48 days ago.
U.S.
since
heaviest
the
U.S.
by
encircled
though
even
since
it
Feb. 27 and have held
strikes were centered on the
the
said
sources
Military
marshals and FBI agents.
Nixon White Houseclea ning
battered market town of Takhmau, five miles south of the
Cambodian capital.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Nixon has called on
Pentagon Papers top secret
do
to
what
him
advise
to
Secretary of State William Rogers
Flooding displaces thousands
to restore "impeccable integrity" to the White House in the
the
told
general
Corps
Marine
A
<UPI)
ANGELES
LOS
was
it
conspiracy,
wake of taint from the Watergate
<UPI) - Swelling towards the greatest flood crest in its
reported Tuesday. Quoting White House sources, ABC jury at the Pentagon Papers trial Tuesday that some of the recorded history, the Mississippi River and its tributaries
television news said that Nixon and Rogers discussed the "top secret" documents could have "greatly" aided drove thousands more from their homes Tuesday along
matter last weekend, apparently by telephone. The net- Communist Chinese intelligence. Lt. Gen. Victor Krulak, 1,400 miles of flooded watershed from Iowa to the deep
work said Rogers was asked "to evaluate and advise Mr. former head of the Pacific Fleet Marine Corps and now South. The great river was expected to hit a crest of 43.5
Nixon on how best to clean his house of tainted personnel retired, said one volume made reference to a contingency feet Thursday at St. Louis - the highest level ever recorded
plan dealing with how the United States would react if
and to restoreconfiden ce in the Presidency."
since French fur traders began measuring the river there in
China actively entered the Vietnam War .
1764.

..

world

Youths riot .in Ireland

Documen t carrier identified
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A federal grand jury was told
Tuesday the name of a Nixon campaign aide who :allegedly
carried eight cartons of documents out of the White House
the day after the Watergate break-in. The records
reportedly included plans to bug Democratic national

news
briefs

Two helicopter s collide

BELFAST <UPI) - Protestant youths rioted in Bangor
Tuesday following a peaceful march in Belfast to commemorate the 17th century Battle of the Boyne, police
Twenty-three policemen were injured, none
reported.
seriously, and 44 persons were arrested in the clashes,

Imp each men t und er way

FT. HOOD, Tex. <UPI>- Two Army helicopters collided
and crashed · Tuesday, killing seven soldiers who were
flying make-believe miss~ons during military war games
involving 30,000 troops and witnessed by Defense Secretary
Elliott L. Richardson .

1%\~1

r.:D._

TALLAHASSE E (UPI)
Chairman James Redman said
Tuesday his investigating
committee will start drafting
Articles of Impeachment against
Lt. Gov . Tom Adams Wednesday.
Redman, · a Democrat and an
attorney from Tampa, said the
House committee will draw up
approximately 25 different arAdams with
ticles charging
misuse of state personnel while
he was serving as secretary of
Commerce.

Civil recourse

TALLAHASSEE <UPU - The
Senate unanimously approved a
"human relations" bill Tuesday
that would let citizens who feel
discriminated against because of
their race, religion or sex get
state help to bring a civil suit
against the offender.

Classroom control
CLEARWATER <UPD - A
grand jury has reported after a
three-month investigation that
discipline must be returned to the
classroom and teachers must be
free to educate the children, if
racial troubles are to be controlled in county schools.

Up in the air
TALLAHASSE E (UPI)
Florida Supre:ne Court Justices
with
pummeled attorneys
questions concerning constitutionality of Florida's new
death penalty law Tuesday, but
gave no strong clues as to how
they will rule.
Attorney General Robert
Shevin assured the seven jurists
that the law, enacted by special
session of the Legislature last
December, was "constitutional
by all standards and in all
respects."

f lorida

~:i~;s

Chiles charges
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) - Sen.
Lawton M. Chiles Jr., D-Fla.,
said Tuesday President Nixon
has treated Congress with a
in
"contempt"
deserved
withholding budgeted funds and
pursuing his foreign policies.

X-rated criminals
CORAL GABLES CUPI) Told that they cannot ban the film
"Last Tango in Paris" on obscenity grounds, city commisssioners voted Tuesday to
restrict all x-rated films through
zoning ordinances because
people who view them "have
inherent criminal tendencies."

Notice asked
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) - The
Senate voted unanimously
Tuesday to require governors to
serve 20 days notice of any
special sessions-and to get their
bills ready 10 days before a
session starts.

, II • ~
I?.~poll!!~.!d!~
the Tampa area yesterday
was 49 - heavy

Air Pollution Index Scale
light
0-19
moderate
20-39
heavy
4-0.59
wry heavy
60· 79
extrt>mely ht>&\'~
80-99
aculf'
100-plu~
Sourct>: Hillsborough County
Protection
Agen<"y
~nvironmental
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Litter law dumped
TALLAHASSE E <UPI>
Popping the tops of soft drink
cans and sipping coffee from nonbiodegradable plastic cups, the
Senate Commerce Committee
copy
refused Tuesday to
Oregon's sweeping anti-litter
law.
The short-lived bill by Sen.
Jack D. Gordon, D-Miami, would
have outlawed the sale of all
"pop-top" drink cans and imposed a minimum five-cent
deposit on all other beverage
containers except milk or fruit
juice cartons.

Mitchell to appear
A
PENSACOLA <UPI> Federal Judge Tuesday ordered
former Attorney General John
Mitchell to appear here Wednesday at a pre-trial hearing in
which Vietnam Veterans Against
the War are trying to connect
alleged electronic surveillance
with the Watergate bugging.

wtath tr

Partly cloudy to cloudy
with a chance of afternoon
showers. The low will be in ·
the low to mid-60's with the
the mid-SO's. ~
... high in
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WAKE UP!!!
Oracle Classifieds Are GREATI
LAN 4 72

The Oracle needs an

Adve rtisin g
Phot ogra pher
for part-tim e work
opening available now
photograp hy experienc e necessary

Apply to Bob Fant

LAN 472

Iron side Tavern
GROUPS WED NESD AY
THROUGH SATU RDA Y
Girls in Free Before 9
14717 N. Florida Ave.
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Riverf ront Park ban
consid ered by USF
BY TOM PALMER
Oracle Staff Writer

USF officials are considering
closing the Riverfront Park area
to vehicles and the public in an
effort to prevent further damage.
The move came after student
complaints about littering and
excessive motorcycle traffic
there.
"WE'VE MADE tentative
plans to possibly limit public use,
but this is not finalized yet," said
Dr. Richard Bowers, director of
physical education.
Signs would be posted saying
the area is closed to the public
and the gate would be locked to
keep out vehicles, with only a
pedestrian path open, Bowers
said.
"What people don 't realize is
that we used to lock the gate and
people would break the lock and
come in·," Bowers continued,

adding, "we'd like to make the
place a picnic area, not just a
boat ramp."

HE SAID THE area would also
be regrassed, and probably
patrolled by University Police or
students hired by the University.
Bowers emphasized, however,
that all of this is a tentative
proposal and has not been officially approved.
"No final judgment on .when,
how or if .we should do this has
been made,"said Dan .Walbolt,
assistant vice presidept for
.Student Affairs, adding, "it would
only be ·fair to give people advance · notice before we do
anything."
Walbolt and Bowers indicated
there would probably be a final
decision Wednesday by Dr. Joe
Howell, vice president for
Student Affairs, after he returns
from an out of town conference.

Veteran s benefits limited
Vietnam era veterans have
many benefits coming to them if
they act in time, according to the
Veterans Administration (VA) .
after
120 days
Within
separation, (one year if totally
disabled) , veterans can convert
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance to regular insurance
without an examination.
Veterans should apply to any
VA office for dental care, within
one year.
In addition , returning veterans
must register with Selective
Service within 30 days.

There is no fixed time limit for
applying for VA educational
benefits, but the benefits must be
used up within eight years after
leaving the service.

s
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Two PhD prog ram s
set for BOR stud y
Plans for PhD programs in
physics and medical sciences at
USF will be aired at the June
Board of Regents ( BOR)
hearing~. according to Dr. John
Briggs. director of Graduate
Studies.
The announcement came at
Monday's meeting of the
Graduate Council. Briggs explained that if BOR approval is
granted, the University will be
authorized to plan doctoral
programs in these areas,
however, the proposed programs
would not begin until September,
1976, due to a current statewide
freeze on new Phn programs.
Sciences
THE MEDICAL
program deals with medical
applications of basic scientific
disciplines. A student in the
program can specialize in either
anatomy, pharmacology,
biochemistry, physiology , or
medical microbiology and do
advanced research in the field .
A proposal for a master's
program in huD?-anities was also
discussed at Monday 's meeting
and the Council will vote on the
program May 7, according to
Committee Chairman Briggs.
In ·other action, the Council
reflected a suggestion by
Dean
Language Literature
Philip Rice to have supervisory
committees for PhD students
appointed by Briggs. Under the
present system, the chairman of
the department in which · the
student is studying appoints the

"monitoring"
committee and
responsibility rests with the
dean .
Morris,
DR. WILLIAM
languagerepresenting
literature, said the proposed
procedure would result in
"needless rubber stamping," and
Ron Register, representing PhD
students, said most students with
whom he talked " felt com fortable" with the committee
for med within the major college.
A group composed of chairmen
from major departments in the
College of Engineering attended
the meeting to voice disapproval
of the idea and Dr. John Griffith,
chairman of · Structures,
Materials and Fluids, said his
department "would resist any

Class rolls, which will be
distributed to faculty members,
will be one week late this quarter,
said Acting Registrar Doug
MacCullough.
"We got behind in our sequence
of work because of the short time
said.
between . quarters," he
However, MacCullough pn~dicted
· the Office of R_ecords and .
Registration would be back on
schedule after the class roll
distribution.
He said students should check

The Council also discussed
guidelines regulating formats
used in non-thesis degree
programs. Dr. Stewart Kinde,
director of Speech Pathology and
Audiology, . SJtid,;that by fall his
college would probably no longer
allow graduate students the
option of working on a project in
lieu of a thesis. He said that the
requirement will probably allow
choice between a thesis or additional courses.
Briggs said he had "mixed
feelings" on the idea and the
Council agreed to continue
discussion at a later meeting.

Facult y to evalua te
Faculty will . evAluate administrators next week thro11!!h a
local
poll . drawn up by the
of
Association
American
University Professors <AAUP>
chapter.
"Jn a day when 'accountability'
is a byword in American higher
education, ways must be found to
hold administrators accountable
to professional academic stanreport on the
dards," reads
evaluation, setting the tone for
the project.
Last year's evaluation, the first
AAUP conducted here , drew

a

Perman ent class rolls
late; short break blamed
Permanent class rolls and a
student "locator," which will
show a student's complete
schedule after drops and adds,
will be available next week.

control from above (the college
level) but would be open to
suggestions."

with instructors to make sure
their name is on the permanent
roll . If the student's name does
not appear, he should check with
the . Office of Records and
Registration <ADM 264), MacCullough added.
are
rolls
class
When
distributed, a "locator" will be
available in ADM 264 for student
use. Unlike former "locators"
which listed only a student's
original schedule, the new
"locator" will note both student
drops and adds .
MacCullough said that any
student who thought his schedule
was incorrect should ·. check his
"locator" with the Office of
Records and Registration.

criticism because of the wording
of some questions and . poor
participation.
the
both
in
Changes
questionnaire and the types of
respondents will be changed this
year, according to Dr. Jack
Moore, chapter president.
"We're going to have a group
who we think represents a good .
cross section of the faculty and
make sure they respond, comparing their responses to the
total," Moore explained.

Tired
Of Canned
Lectures?
of
Shack
Radio
Temple Terrace has the
answer: tape them on
Realistic Tape and
serve with your favorite
beverage .
One hour serving... 93c
Two b.our serving $1.85
(beverages
eluded)

not · in,.

The Shack next to Zayte
Corner of Busch & 56 th

If You Were Born To Fly...

There are absolutely no time
limits on:
--filing claims at any VA office
for service-connected disabilities
--applying for hospital care
--applying for VA loan
guaranty to buy a farm, or to buy,
build or improve a home.
training
job
--Seeking
assistance.

ATTENTIOJ.~

IMPORT OWNERS
Tired of Po·or Service?

t~IAT

•• SA.t\U

Factory Trained Mechanics .

\r\\· •• ltaf,sttn ·
!tlf.1 •• Tri11n111h
t ,1111 I~."

.GARY MERRILL IMPORTS
5804 NORTH DALE MABRY

PHONJ 884·8'64
Tampa's Only Authorized Fiat ·Saab Dealer

Fly With The Best

Fly Navy

For more informatio n, call 985-1"310
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Students change minds
more than 12,000 times
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Staff Writer
Almost 12,500 drop or add
transactions were processed by
the Office of Records and
Registration during the first five
class days of Qtr. 3.
"This does not include the
drops after the add deadline,"
said Dennis Goodwin, director of
Records and Registration.
GOODWIN SAID the 12,445
transactions
seemed
"unreasonably high" but did not
have comparative figures from
other quarters. He said he began
figure compilation this quarter in
order to compare the number of
changes made under the present
registration system . with the
number made under the com-

puter registration system which
will be used in the fall .
Goodwin also said he hoped to
discover ways to decrease the
number of changes although "we
will never stop drop-add no
matter what registration system
we use."
He attributed the large figure
to administrative as well as
student class changes. He. said
meeting times or rooms had been
changed or instructors had split a
section into two sections.
ALSO, MANY departments list
the instructor as "staff" and
students will drop when they find
out who the instructor is, according to Goodwin.
"I am afraid the number .of

Volunteer s needed
for WUSF:surve·y
A rapid downswing
by Chris Gates as he practices some golf and that rubber
ball is ready to go on a long trip down the fairway, ·which
in this case is the open fields on the southwest part of
campus.

WUSF needs volunteers to · to determine viewer and listener
answer phones and help compile
preferences concerning station
audience survey results, Ted
programming.
Sullivan, community service
Telephone volunteers are
coordinator said.
needed immediately to answer
WUSF is currently conducting
phones from 5 to 11 p.m.
a survey by phone and by ballot
"People interested in seein2
broadcasting first hand will be
given a tour of the operations,"
Sullivan said. "We'll also give
them an Underground Railroad
poster,"
Ebel Matthews, listed in
He said ·volunteers are also
satisfactory condition yesterday
needed to ·edit and code the
at MacDill Air Force Base
results Thursday from 7 to-9 p.m.
Hospital.
before IBM cards can be punched.
No charges have been filed and
a radio dispatcher for FHP. said , People are also needed to
he "didn't see how any can be."
address envelopes and . send
According' to Patrol reports, the
bumper stickers and decal ··· focar driven by Vitale, in which
centi ves to survey callers,
Hunt .was a passenger, crossed Sullivan said.
the center line and struck the
Persons interested may call
Matthews car head-on.
No
Sullivan or Roland Kpight at
further details or explanations
ext. 2341 or stop in at the library
were available.
basement.

Two students killed in accident
.Two USF students were killed
and another person injured in an
automobile accident in · front of
DeSoto · Hall Monday night.
The dead students were

identified by a Florida Highway
Patrol <FHP) dispatcher as
Peter ·Vitale, 1 DUS, and John
Lee Hunt, 2 REL.
· Also injured in the wreck was

Classics, Ancient Studies
offer new major track
Dr. Albert M. Gessman,
department chairman, knows of
no ancient studies courses being
offered at the junior college level
so transfer students have been
virtually eliminated from a
major in this area.
The only language requirement
in the new track is one year of
high school Latin.

,

A new major track designed for
students with · no ancient
language background is now
being offered in the Classics and
Ancient .·Studies Department at
USF.
.
.
The track, or area of
specialization, will emphasize
literature in translation and
classical civilization rather than
the .study of languages,

k
k
muc ra tr
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Question: I have been contacted several times by ·an agent for
Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company who claims to be affiliated
with USF. He said he had a letter from President Mackey which he did
not show. He said the University would get money if I bought a policy".
Is this company connected wiht USF and are they legitimate?
Answer: Fidelity Union claims to be associated, not affiliated
with USF which means they work independently from the University.
According to an officer of the company, Fidelity Union is a nationwide
company offering insurance designed for college men and women.
The policy Fidelity Union offers provides that USF will be a cobeneficiary of the life insurance policy. The amount USF will receive
depends upon the value of the policy.
Joe Busta, assistant to the President, said neither he nor Mackey
knew of any letter to the i;:ompany. He said letters of appreciation wre
routinely sent to people who give money to USFwhether as a gift
outright or through provisions made in wills or insurance policies.
HUSTA SAID the Administration has no formal ties with Fidelity
Unnion and said he knew of several companies which offer a similar
plan.
Companies are forbidden from soliciting on campus arid the
University will not release a list of students names and addresses to
off-campus soliciters.
The agent who contacted you was unavailable for questioning.
Another agent at the company said the beneficiary angle was a good
come-on for selling policies to students .
According to a Fidelity Union official, approximately one-half
million dollars of bequests have already been designated for USF.

***

The Muckraker is published each Wednesday and Friday. Questions
should be mailed to: The Oracle, LAN 472, Tampa, 33620. Only those
questions of major general interest can be published due to limited

Spal'e.

drop - adds will go up with the
new system," he said.
"Using our present system, a
student knows what schedule he
got, but with the new one he won't
know until it comes in the mail,"
Goodwin sairl
HE SAID this could increase
drop-adds because · ·a student
might not get the section, course
or instructor that he wanted.
However, Doug MacCullough,
acting regis.trar, said at other
institutiorls " using computer
registration the "experience has
been an eventual decrease in
drop -adds."
But he said there was "no way
to know how well it will work at
first" since it depended on
several factors such as flexibility
in departments meeting need
analysis, how well students
understand and use the system
and how well students accept
their scbedule.
GOODWIN SAID he would
offer suggestions to the departments to try to minimize dropadds. These would include encouraging departments to make
changes in accordance with need
analysis provided by the computer, encouraging departments
to use the instructor's·' name in
course'
schedules
and
discouraging changes in time
and place.
However, he said ·he understood departmental problems
of scheduling and listing instructors long before the quarter
or acadmeic year begins.
Goodwin said. effort1;1 to
minimize drop-adds · must come
from "the root of the cause" arid
must not . inconvenience · ihe
student.
Some institutions attempt to
minimize them by charging ·for
changes, he said, and one in.stitution required students to
complete a complicated two-page
form, although the registrar
admitted to Goodwin only the top
two lines were used . .

TWO BIG SPECIAL NIGHTS AT STEAK & BREW
STEAK MONDAY. Monday nights are a
Steak Party! Our regular
boneless sirloin, usually $5.50
ROAST BEEF TUESDAY. Tuesday nights
are Roast Prime Ribs of Beef nights.
Usually $5.50

$4.50
$4.50·

Both nights' prices include allthe salad you can make, loaves and
loaves of bread and all the draught beer, or red wine, or sangria you
can drink I Other dishes from $3.50. What do you wear? It's always an
informal party at Steak & Brew.
Banquets excluded. May not be used w.ith any other Steak & ·Brew promotion .
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Blood Wedding captures flavor of Spain

BY ALICE HENRETIG
Oracle Staff Writer
"Blood Wedding," a play by
Frederico Garcia Lorca, captures the laughter and tears of a
tragic Spanish love triangle.
It is the story of a passionate
young woman enamored with two
men of feuding families and of
the consequential effects on
everyone involved.
"LO RCA
MAKES
no
judgments on anything," commented Carl Williams, assistant
theatre arts professor and
director of the play .
Williams said, "The play is just
one big swirl of passion. Lorca
wrote it because he's Spanish. He
knows the tradition and religion,
the grief, the two poles that
passion brings upon people."
According to Williams, "Blood
Wedding" is a universal tragedy.
"Leonardo (the other man) is the
only character in the play who is
designated with a name," he
said, "because he's the most
representative, nebulous
character in the play. The groom
and bride are the most specific
and possess the most defined
relationships within the play,"
he added.

"The play is just one big swirl of passion. Lorca
wrote it because he's Spanish. He knows the tradition
and religion, the grief, the two poles that passion
brings upon people."
Carl Williams
RICHARD PHILPOT, who will
portray
Leonardo,
said,
"Perhaps Leonardo is the only
one who ignores fate, but he is not
exempt from it."
The bridegroom's mother is a
very strong, powerful and hurt
woman .. Linda Marie Boni. who
will portray the mother. said, "In
the play I'm like an erect,
smileless oak tree." Boni added,
"The Felixes, the family of the
man who runs away with the
bride, killed my other son and my
husband. As the mother I see
myself -- the passion and lust -- in
the bride. I dislike her."
The bride is very arrogant and
proud, but she will receive
sympathy by the end of the play,
according to Victoria Carpenter,
who will portray her.
"SHE LOSES a lot, too,"
Carpenter said. "She's a virgin
and will die a virgin . . . blood
fever drives her to do what she

Oracle photo by Gary Lantrip

Director Carl Williams
discusses acting techniques he wants conveyed.

Stenberg
•
resigns
Patricia Stenberg, associate
music arts
professor and
renowned oboist, has resigned
from the USF Music Department
because she felt it was "time for
a change."
Stenberg, who has taught at
USF for 13 years, said she will
leave at the end of this quarter to
take a teaching position at the
State University of Orlando
(formerly Florida Technological
University) in September.
She said she had "high regard"
for the music faculty here but
needed a change.
Stenberg has been an oboist for
the Florida Gulf Coast Symphony
and the Sarasota West Coast
Symphony. She has recorded
with Golden Crest Records.

l!WHEREISITATI!

does. Nobody can prove she's a
virgin and people think of her as a
whore."
After a moment's reflection
Carpenter said. "I hate what I do
to Leonardo's wife in the play.
She must be the most pathetic
character in it."
Michael Ostermann, as the
bridegroom. said, "He seems a
foil for all the action but I don't
think it weakens .him. All the
action revolves around him."
An impressionistic ballet duet
between the bridegroom and
Leonardo, tempered against a
background of moving Spanish
guitar music, provides one of the
play's most intense scenes,
Williams said
OHIGINAL Spanish folk guitar
music, composed and performed
by Lee Ahlin. sets the
background for song~. Flamenco
dancing and, in a style which is a
little avant-garde. highlights a
sense of surrealism
The set, which looks like an
adobe cave, juxtaposes symbolic
feeling of life and hope with one of
death, sterility and a sense of
decay.
The costumes, designed by Bill
Lorenzon, are that of the period
<1912) and are constructed of silk,
velvet, crepe and Spanish lace.
The unmentioned cast includes
Patricia Ford as Neighbor; Mary
Anne Bentley as Mother-in-Law;
Christine Troge as Wife; Marla
Dixon as Girl; Sue Powley as
Servant; Jack Belt as Father;
Rosemary Orlando and Frana
Smith as second and third Girls;
Valentin Mendoza as Youth; Bill
Downe, Randy Gonzalos, Mike
Leigh tun
as
Woodcutters;
Thomas Di xon as Moon; D.
Mendoza as Beggar Woman;
Sherry Thornton-Taylor and
Cynthia Reckeweg as Neighbors;
Suzanne Nicola as Little Girl;
Deena Kaye Lange and Anra
Bigham as Girls Final; Tandova
Jade Ecenia as Girl Wedding;
and .9on Cutler as Guest.
WORKING behind the scenes
are
Yen Lu Wong, associate
director for movement; Sherry
Thornton-Taylor,
Catherine

Oracle photo by Ann Cravens

Vicci Carpenter (left) and Linda Boni
in a scene from "Blood Wedding."
Bacos and Patricia Ford,
assistant directors; Joe Bertucci,
stage
manager;
Cynthia
Reckeweg and Marla Dixon,
assistant stage managers; Bill
Lorenzen and Sam Bagarella, set
and costume designers; John
Schuldt, costume construction

managec;

~

Famous Johnson & Murphy
Golf Shoes never before
sold in Florida at this
ridiculou-sly low price'

F78x14
G78x14
H78x14
G78x15
H78x15
L78xl 5

$48.95

$29.95

Famous Name Clubs. Balls and all Golf etceteras
going at ridiculously low prices this weekend only.
See me, Jason Lampel, for free advice. My only
slice is on my price.

EXECUTIVE~.
. GOLF~
213 S. DALE MABRY (NEXT TO SAMBO'S) 877-8703
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK MON,-SAT. 9 .30 ~ 6.30

Sun. 10 - 6:30

Yes , Students and Faculty
You Get a 10 per cent Break On Everything

~
~

Tyrino - narrow white
for compact cars
520x10-600x12-520x13
560x13-645x14-615x13
560x15-650x13-560x14
600x15- all sizes· $14.95

+ 2.39
+ 2.56
+ 2.75
+ 2.63
+ 2.81
+ 3.16

Concorde Radial - built to
put on A.merican cars for
a safe smooth ride

+Federal taJ1 of 1.71 to 1.91 per fae. This is c.
premium tire built in Italy for the sports car
enthu1io1t.

Concorde - raised white letters
wide - wide - wider
B60x13 - 27.55

GR78x15 _ 35.ll F60x14 - 33.05
HR78x15 - 37.31 G60x14 - 34.89
LR78x15 - 39.29. L60x14 - 40.96

ER78x14 - 30.06
FR78x14 - 32.18
GR78x14 - 36.09+ Fede,ol

Tax 2.01. 3.49

NARROW WHITE - PREMIUM

.

Friday Nights Till 9:30

-$18.59
- 19.20
- 20.00
- 19.59
- 20.65
- 22.25

BR78x13 - 29.15

Regularly Now Only

;

,L

Saratoga Full - 4 Ply Nylon
with new 1973 white

Was Now Only

·Walk·a mile in our shoes.

..,;/.~

If it rolls - try DUDDY'S FOR TIRES

April 1 - 3

$20.00

~~

~-rlrl .a 1st:1a

Executive Golf Clubs prices
for the second straight .weekend!
Special Sale

$46.95·

":'\..t'

.
For Tires - quality with price
l 00% free replacement warranty - if our tire becomes defective
during the life of the tire due to workmanship or materials it will
be replaced free of charge - passenger cars only.
Visit our new outlet at 7500 E. FOWLER where we have a
complete service facility including alignment at $8.95 for most
American cars and $11. 95 for most pickups -·if you have ride·
problems come in and get an expert opinion at no 'l_bligation - all
work satisfaction guaranteed or your money c~eerfully
refunded. We mount on mag wheels and if we br.e.ak we repbce
- we mount tractor tires and fill with water - (hydroflate). Boat
trailer tires in stock. We mount & stock truck tires.

We've
got the
balls. to
.
•
improve your ga.me I• . ·~.

Fcimous Golf Tech of·
California doub.te, knit
· Slacks & Shirt Qutfit

ranmil~en~~e~box office, ext 2323.
~

.

. Sunday, Monday, Tuesday -

choreographer; and Lee Ahlin,
music composer-arranger.
The three-act play will be
performed May 1 through 6 and 8
through 13 at 8 p.m. in Centre
Stage <TAR 120).
Tickets are available at $1 for
students and $2 for public, at the

F60x15
G60x15
J60xl 5
L60x15

-

33.36
35.07
39.79
41.27

+ Federcl Tax 2.16 · 3.92

WE MOUNT ON MAGS FREE

We ave 12-13-14- and 15-inch radials for compact cors priced from 21.5026.55 with Fed tax l.41 · l.87(narrow white premium).

~NO 'D~11dd11a

!:·. T.RA.DE-1~1
I

_

.- ·

r - ...-- - - -

... -

~N~ARG:TTIRE DEAL:

0
•1.111w
8AN<AM'"'"
C§t!@M*##

TEMPLE TERRACE - 7500 E. FOWLER - 988-4144
Free M>'.>unting . Spin Bolcncing - Alignment
9:30 to 6:30 Mon. thru Friday
West
Tampa • 1705 West Chestnut 9:30 to 2:00 Sot. YBOR CITY • 1501 2nd Ave.
...
Counter .Only
free Mounting - Spin Balancing
• \
253-0786
248-5016
8:30 to 5:30 Mon. thru Fri.
~ · 8,30 to 1,00 So!.
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. Performers featured this weekend
are Arthur, Hurley and Gottlieb (above) and Russ Kirkpatrick.

Two mini-concerts to highlight weekend
The Student Entertainment
and Activities Council <SEACl
will host two mini:.concerts this
weekend.
Russ Kirkpatrick and C. W.
Metcalf will open the two night
mu.sic festival Friday and Arthur.
Hurley and .GottliE!b, three former USF students, will perform
Saturday.KIRKPATRICK has been
acclaimed as a versatile singer·!lctor:.composer.
He received
critical acclaim for his role as
Jesus in the rock opera "Jesus
Christ Superstar."
His musical compositions, in
the contemporary folk vein, have
been described as "a keen eye for
human relationships tempered
with a fine sense of humor and
perspective about himself and
the rest of the world."
While Kirkpatrick has been
acclaimed for his own compositions, he has excelled, according to one ' critic as "an extremely sensitive and talented
interpreter of other artists'
material. His compassionate,

Ehrlich
to speak
Thursday
Paul Ehrlich, author of "The
Population Bomb," and founder
of Zero Population Growth, Inc.
<ZPG), will speak Thursday at
8:30 p.m. in the USF Gym.
"The Population Bomb,"
published in 1968, detailed the
consequences to the environment
of conti.nued population growth.
"IF POPULATION
control
measures are not initiated immediately and effectively,"
Ehrlich warned, "all the
technology man can bring to bear
will not fend off the misery to
come."
ZPG is a political action group
organized
to
encourage
legalization of abortion, government support of birth control, tax
incentives for smaller families, a
maximum of two children per
family and political candidates
dedicated to . saving the environment.
Ehrlich is an entomologist
<insect biologist) at Stanford
University. His most recent book
is "Population, Resources,
Environment: Issues in Human
Ecology."
The free lecture is sponsored
by the University Lecture
Series.

(musit)
sparse · interpretation of Jerry
Jeff Walker's "Mr. Bojangles"
comes close to perfection."
C. W. METCALF, a visiting
lecturer in Florida State
University's Theatre Department, will · also be
featured
Friday. He .is an extraordinary
mime artist, compared continuously to the famed French
pantomimist Marcel Marceau.
Metcalf -says of his work,
"Mime is the music of the
theatre. It is the communication

of emotional attitudes more than
intellectual concepts. One listens
io mime .with the eye, and sees
with the heart."
Metcalf has. toured the United
States, Mexico, Canada . and
South America. He has worked
as a missionary and as a teacher
with the deaf.
But he has
recently been working on the
creation of a marriage of mime
and music.
ARTHUR, Hurley and Gottlieb;
three former USF students who
have just released an album on
the Columbia label, will appear
Saturday.
The three -- Jeff Arthur,
Michael Hurley and Neil Gottlieb
-- blend folk, country and pop

music with. their instrumentation
(guitar: piano and violin)..and
h.a rmonies
to
provide
a
refreshing, unique sound.

Both concerts. will begin at 8
p.m. in the University ; Theati,e
<TAT). Admission is 50 cents at
the door.

LU
Bv Popular Demand, Worship is ·Noon.
Sundays

at the Episcopal Center on SO th Street
For Information, call

988-4025

THE SEVENTH
INTERNATIONAL TOURNEE
OF ANIMATED FILMS
FRIDAY APRIL 27,
SATURDAY APRIL 28
7,9& 11 p.m.

SUNDAY APRIL 29

7 & 9 p.m.

ENA $1.00

FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS
FILM ART SERIES
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USF meets Gators
HY D..\ YE :\IOORM..\:\:\
Oracle Sports Editor

Since his shin bone fracture
nearly three weeks ago, Don
Ellison; USF's number one pitcher at the start of the season,
has thrown only one innings.

the beginning of the year because
of tendonitis ."
In 50 and two-thirds innings of
work, Ellison has a 3-2 record
with a 3.20 ERA. His .396 batting
average trails club leader Mike
Campbell's total by 32 points . as
the Brahmans as a team are
hitting 277.

But Coach Beefy Wright plans
to use the Melbourne senior in the
starting role today against the
University of Florida in a 3:30
p.m . home contest.

Hl'T IN ITS last eight games.
USF has managed just 25 hits,
collecting only eight in a pair of
weekend losses to Stetson.

OF TttE "Possibility of Ellison
opening on the mound, Wright
said, "he threw batting practice
Monday and it looks like he is .
He's going to give it a try."

"They hit real well Monday."
Wright said of the players performance
at
·practice.
"Everybody was relaxed and
that's a good sign . I think some of
the pressure's off.

"He must have thrown 50
pitchef. and he missed the strike
zone wildly only four times.
Also, he was throwing his slider,
something he wasn't able to do at

"Generali~: speaking , when
Don pitched the team always
played better defense behind
him. We might get that lift
today ."

Windjammers faring
well in spring meets
USF's
entered
quarter,
trophy in

Windjammers have
three regattas this
taking a first place
one of the meets.

In the April 7-8 Silver Spoon
Regatta, hosted by Pensacola
Junior College, the Brahmans

intramurals
Men's Softball
Underrated 17, Circle· K 5
Eta 1 8, Theta 2 4
Beta 3 East 6, Beta 2 East 2
ATO 14, Sigma Nu 2
KMA 17, Und.,feated Soul 6
Alpha 4 West 9, Alpha I West a
Gam.e Point 7. Bas<>I Gang O !forfeit)
Women's Volleyball
Gamma .5 East 2, Gamma 4 west o
111.ilda ,1; . Alp~a ·2 East o (forfeit)
Gamma 4 East 1, Mu 1 Easto (forfeit)

grabbed top honors with Ritchie
Riddle and Wendy Burns tops in
their respective divisions.
University of Florida hosted an
April 14-15 regatta in which the
Gators defeated USF.
Last weekend the Brahmans
travelled to St. Petersburg to
compete in the St. Petersburg
Easter Invitational. Up against
larger teams, USF was defeated
by Flordia State, Notre Dame
and the Citadel.

WITH ELLISON slated to
throw. Wright will move his best
defensive outfielder, Rudy
Daumy. to first base
Either
Glenn Alvarez or John Langstaff
will take his place in the outfield.
Wright said Tony Ciccarello
would have played today but his
services have been lost for the
remainder of the year due to a
spike wound received in last
Friday's game.
Ciccarello. was one of USF's
top pinch hitters, having
collected four key pinch hits this
year.
AGAINST FLORIDA today
USF may receive a break
because of the Gators' schedule.
After USF, Florida plays
Tennessee in a double-header
Friday and a single game on
Saturday with a game against the
Brahmans next Monday. Vanderbilt meets . :o-1orida in a
doubleheader May .4.
"They have an outstanding
pitching staff," Wright said, "but
we might not get one of their top
three pitchers throwing against
us."
The NCAA College Division
tourney picture in Florida was
shaken somewhat Monday when
Eckerd, now 21-6, lost to Rollins
in 10 innings, 3-2. The Stars are
18-16.

THE BRAHMANS lost to
Rol.lins twice this season while
defeating_ Eckerd ip their lone
meeting. Friday USF travels to
St. Petersburg to play the
Tri tons.

The Brahmans have two more
regattas scheduled for Qtr. 3.
Tallahassee and Pensacola will
be sites of the mid-May contests.

"Rollins is just an average
team," Wright said of the squad
which has defeated USF since
1969. "It just seems they always
play well against us.

the USF Sailing Club meets
every Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the
UC. Membership is open to all, .
with novice and experienced
sailor~ welcome.

"I'd like to play them for an
entire season.
Although they
play one or two good games
against us each year, I think we
would have a winning season."

USF tennis team winds
up season against Tech
BY DAVE MOORMANN
Oracle Sports E~itor Although the . difference between a winning and .losing year
hinges on the outcome of today's
match, Coach Spaff Taylor said
the men's · tennis squad is extremely confident.
The Brahmans, 12-12 on · the
season, conclude the 1973 campaign in an away matc!1 with
Florida Tech, a team they
defeated earlier, 7-2.
"THE . GUYS have a lot of
pressure," Taylor said. "They
know they
have to
win and
the job is put squarely on their
shoulders. They all want to have
a winning season.
"I think the team is ready to
give forth their best effort. As a
team we're ready to go."
At present USF is mired in a ·
three game losing streak with its
last victory coming almost two
weeks ago against Mississippi.
BUT TAYLOR said the team's
attitude is optimistic and mentally the Brahmans will be ready
for the F'lorida Tech match.
USF's doubles game , which has
been suspect all season, took
two out of three from the Knights
in the first meeting and Taylor is
hoping for the same today.
"We're in pretty good shape as
far as doubles are concerned, "
Taylor said, "and we're capable
of doing well against them. I'm
pretty well satisfied. "

AL THOUGH THE contest is
USF'.s fifth straight away from
home, the Brahman coach does
not see this as having an adverse
effect on· the team.

"I don't think it'll make that
much difference," said Taylor.
"Orlando is just about an hour's
drive down the road and its just
like playing in our own backyard.
We're . pretty familiar with that
section of the country."
If USF triumphs today it will be
the team's seventh winning

season in · tennis' eight year
existence at the University. Only
in . 1971 · when the Brahmans
finished 6-11 did " ~Y fall below
the .500 level.
JUST ONE OF the top six
Brahman players, Joel · Racker,
will be playing his last match for
USF today, which has Taylor
smiling about the future.
"Things really look good for
next year,'' Taylor said. "We
have a lot of young players
returning."

YOU TOO, CAN ENJOY THE HIGHEST

STANDARD OF QUALITY
COUNT ON· SPOTLESS TO
DELIVER THE BEST
CRAFTMANSHIP AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

8

+
San1tone

SPECIAL:
lbs. of budget

DRY CLEANING for
(Good only University Plaza Plant)

21
CONVENIENT
STORES

oracle photo lly Steve Brier

Don Frederick takes lead from first
•.• in recent Brahman contest

Pike plans bicycle
race for handicapped
Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity
<Pike > is sponsoring. its first
annual
Pike Bike Race for
Muscular
Dystrophy
this
weekend.
Pike's plans include a dance to
kick off the money raising drive
at Argos Center. Starting at 9 .
p.m. Friday, the dance will
feature music by Beyond and
admission is $1.
Sunday, Pike will feature the

bike race and participants may
enter in bicycle or tricycle
events. The races, which will be
at 1 p.m., will be followed by a hot
pants contest open to all
sororities.
Members of Pike will ride 90
miles fo · Clermont with local
businesses contributing money
for each mile ridden.
All proceeds will go to the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
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~~ 10 am - 1 pm Barnstorming ''free rides" ~;j
11~ 1 pm - 2 pm A e r o b a t i c
Dem o
~~~

(Courtesy of Aviation Supply Inc.)

l noon - 2 pm

Hotdogs
lll 2 pm - 3 pm Short-field take-off contest
Jll 3 pm - 4 pm Spot landing contest
l~l 4 pm - 5 pm Bombing contest
..l\~ 5: 30 pm Fly off
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Plant City Municipal Airport
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Directions: 1-4 to Branche Forbes Road,
left tum on US 92, right turn
on 574, cross RR tracks then
.·.
tum left to airport.
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Sign-up deadline today
for second annual race
Registration forms for USF's
second annual raft race,
scheduled for Saturday, must be
submitted today according to
Intramural Coordinator, Andy
Honker.
To enter the competition, call
the Intramural Office at ext. 2125
or go to PED 100 before 5 p.m .
THE CONTEST, staged at the
Riverfront recreation area,
begins at 1:30p.m. Saturday with
raft display and judging. The
race itself starts at 2 p.m .
Three trophies will be awarded
for creative design of rafts and
five trophies for the top finishers
in the race .
All rafts must be " homemade"
witl:i the maximum size being 6 ft.

by 6 ft. There must be four
persons per raft with participants
remaining in contact with the
rafts throughout the race . Rafts
may be propelled by paddles,
poles and swim fins .

Seagulls have fly-in
The South Florida Seagulls
<USF Flying Club) will sponsor a
fly-in Sunday at the Plant City
Municipal Airport.
The Seagulls will start the flyin at 10 a.m . by giving free rides
to anyone present.
This will be followed by a
aerobatic demonstration by

•
Bullet 1n
TODAY
J.

The .Tewish Student Union will
meet today , in UC 200 at 7 p.m .
All Jewish students and people
interested in helping the J.S .U.
may attend.
Areopagus
Areopagus will meet today in
LAN 245 at 2 p.m . for a discussion
on Jesus :
fundamental vs.
liberal. aspects.
Sports Car Club
The USF Sports Car Club will
meet today in UC 201 at 2 p.m .
Plans for the largest rally of the
year will be discussed .

8pm

TAT

501

w

SAE

SAE will meet during the free
hour, 2-4 p.m. April 30 at the
Infirmary.
Sigma Delta Chi
Sigma Delta Chi will meet
April 30 in LAN 460 at 2 p.m .
Voting on applicants for mem ~
bership, and discussion of activities will take place.
All
members should
attend.
Students interested in membership should submit their
name, address, resume of experience and future plans to
Laurel or Lenora in LAN 472"by
Friday.

A.l.E.S.E.C.
AIESEC will hold a membership drive today in UC 205 at
2 p.m . Students interested in
foreign wor~ exchange programs
are needed · to expand the
organization .

russ
kirkpatrick.

I
T
H

ID

C.W. METCALF
"11me. a.nd. Mu.sic

World Affairs Council
The World Affairs Council will
hold an International Fashion
Show in the UC Ballroom April 30
at 7:30 p.m .

THURSDAY
Coffeehouse
A Night Owl Coffeehouse
featuring O:V. Hanger and
Carole Luckie is planned April 26 ·
from 9-12 p.m. in the Empty Keg.
Anyone ·wi '> hing to play may
come and do so.

CONTINUING EVENTS
Helpline
If you want info on drugs,
activities or just want to rap, call
HELPLINE at ext. 2555 or
Women 's Line ext. 2556 for
women 's problems .
Senior Class
Senior Class graduation announcements are on sale in the
UC Lobby from 10 a.m.-4 p:m .
until April 25. The charge is 25
cents . Name cards can also be
ordered at this time.

ELECTRIC JAM SESSION
Thursday-April 26

FH I-: I·: II/I I>

Math expert lectures
Dr. Ricl'>ard S. Varga,
professor of mathematics at Kent
State, will present a series of
lectures Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday· at 2 p.m . in CHE 105.

MONDAY

Science Lecture
Comparisons of conditioned
learning in worms and humans
will be made by Dr. Herb Kimmel, USF psychologist, in a
public talk today at 8 p.m .. in
PHY 141 sponsored by Sigma Xi,
a nationa'l scientific ·society.

7::~0

Kazoo, Kazoo
With a new name and a new emblem, the Brahman
Bull Band (Pep Band) will have a recruiting ·drive
today in the University Center. Besides needing
"regular" musicians, the band is hoping to start
USF's first kazoo band. For more information call
Marty Zolno at 2645.

SAE will have a dance party
at the Hillsborough Wildlife Club
at s p.m. April 2s.
Tickets are $1 and are available
from Pete Popejoy, ext. 6506.

in

FRIDAY
Ps:vch. Lecture
Dr. Erazim Kohak, Boston
University, will speak on
"Husserl. Marx, Freud: Quest

Behavior therapy
Dr. Herbert Fensterheim, a
clinical psychologist who is
helping to calm the fears of
frightened New Yorkers who
attend his behavior therapy clinic
at New York Hospital, will speak
at USF at 2 p.m . in LAN 103 April
27, sponsored by the Psychology
Department.
SATURDAY

Chess Club.
The Chess Club will sponsor a
tournament open to faculty , staff
and students today in UC 204 at
7:30 p.m . The entry. fee is $2.
Cash prizes will be awarded to
first and second place winners .
For further info call Louis
Dombrova 949-4991.
Them is
Themis will meet today,
UC 202 at 2 p.m .

Aviation Supply Inc . and take-off
and landing contests featuring
members of the USF club.
The events are open to the
general public and no admission
will be charged, though the
Seagulls will accept donations to
defray the cost of operating the
airplanes.

Board

for a New Humanism" April 27,
in LAN 121 at 2 p.m.

s. u.

IN .LAST YEAR 'S l!'l:ITIAL
meet, the Science Center
Association took first in creative
design with first place honors in
racing going to Tau Kappa Epsilon.

- 10 PM

UC Ballroom
Sponsored by SEAC

8pm TAT
ARTHUR
HURLEY &
GOTTLIEB
with Ron Kickasola
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The y had all rea d the sam e boo k
BY ANDREA HARRIS
Oracle Staff Writer

Ed. Note:
USF's first administrative
offices were moved from
downtown Tampa to campus
locations April 26, -1960.
In the past 13 years, many
things besides USF's files have
changed. The following story is
part two of a look back by Oracle
Feature Editor Andrea Harris.
The year USF opened to
students --1960--was an election
year, and everyone from the
president to groundskeepers had
somethlng in common.
They · all had read the same
American
''The
book:
Clinton
by
Presidency, 11
Rossiter.
IT WAS THE first one chosen
by a student-faculty committee
as the all-university book: a book
recommended each quarter,
trimester or semester <USF has
had all three) for the entire
university to read.
"This university was trying to
give something common to
Roscoe
says
everyone, 11
Idea
American
Davidson,
professor, who was a member of
the charter class and president of
the student government in 1964.
In later years, "1984" by
George Orwell, "The Devil's
Advocate" by Morris L West and
"The Razor's Edge" by W.
Somerset Maugham were among
the "required reading," as they
were called.
THE PRACTICE lasted only a
few years, however, and some
say it signified the end of an era.

It was the era of the undergraduate student, some
professors who've been here
from the beginning say.
Solomons,
Graham
Dr.
chemistry professor, says when
the faculty first came to USF
they knew their primary committment was to the undergraduate students.
AND THE TITLE ofUSF's first
catalogue published in 1959 was
"Accent <in Learning ."
On the present USF catalogue,
the words "accent on learning"
are about a sixth of an inch high
placed on the bottom of the cover.
"We were a universily without
football, without fraternities then
and without a lot of the other
f~ills," says Russell Cooper,
assistant to the vice president for
Academic Affairs. "But we did
insist on giving a quality experience to the student. .. A lot of
students failed ."

THE GRADE point average
has increased almost one point in
ten years -- the 50th percentile in
1963 corresponded with a grade
point average of 2.25 and today
it's 2.85 -- but that doesn't mean
students are smarter today than
they were 10 years ago.
"I get the impression that we
probably are requiring less and
giving higher grades than we did
years · ago, . .The standards
certainly are easier· now than
they were then," Cooper says.
And Solomons has detected · a
steady decrease over the years of
test scores on the standardized
American .Chemical Society test.
SOME SAY THIS is because
the accent has shifted away
from learning an into other
areas.

when the title was "Accent on Learning," words now relegated to the bottom of
the new catalogue's cover
''The pioneers took this slogan
of the University quite seriously.
.. .it was more than a slogan,"
Cooper says. "The accent was on
learning, not on research."
USF has "never lost" its
concern for the freshman and
sophomore, he continues, but the
·"relative weight has shifted to include other things as well."
THE "ACCENT on learning"
philosophy was related to the
John Allen administration, but
the former president says he's
"too far away" to know what has
happened to the concept.

Mex ico stud y prog ram s
offe r cred it, expe rienc e
BY LINDA BUMANN
Oracle Staff Writer
Students can spend summer
quarter studies in . Mexico
through the Mexico Sttidy
program, according to Dr. Cleon
Capsas, coordinator.
Under the program .USF
students attend the Study Center
at National University of Mexico
in Mexico City for a quarter.
USF sponsors .the Center jointly
with NUM so students earn USF
credit for all courses completed.
in"IT'S A HIGHLY
dividualized program," Capsas
said. He stressed that field experience is an important part of
For instance,
the program:
students .taking archeology can
see the Mexican pyramids.
"And we may let our good art
students do apprentice work
under Mexican artists,'" he said.
100
APPROXIMAT ELY
courses are offered in 15 fields
including Spanish, history, art,
art history, archeology, anthropology and economics.
"The depth of experience a
student gains from the program
dc·pends on what he puts into it,"
Capsas said. He added that in
dl'signing independent study to
supplement course work, "the
sky's the limit."
TllE ('OST for a quarter is
about $5-15. which includes a $150
n•gistration fee and a $220
This
allotnwnt for housing .
t•stimatt•d cost .does not include
tlw $1711 round trip jet fare betc
\\'l't'n l\kxico City and Tampa.
Stmknts attending the Center
lin• in pri\'att• homes which are
inspt't'lt•d and approved by
t 'niwrsitY offil'ials and offered
thniu~h 1'1w National llni\'ersity
11f :\4•xil'tl I lousing Hun•au.
'....

1

attending the
STUDENTS
Center must have a 2.5 grade
point average, at least one year
Spanish or the
of college
equivalent, and at least a
sophomore standing.

Applications should be submitted by June 1 and are
available from Dr. Capsas in the
Modern
of
Department
Languages.

Malc olm Haye s gets
20,000th USF degre e
The 20,000th USF degree was awarded last quarter to Malcolm
Hayes, an honor graduate in accounting and finance.
Joe Tomaino, executive director of the Alumni Association, said
Hayes will be honored with an award at a luncheon May 18 with
Tampa Mayor Dick Greco as spe~ker. Also in attendance will be H. L.
Culbreath, president of the Tampa Chamber of Commerce.
Dennis Goodwin director of Records and Registration, said 20,412
degrees were issu~d through Qtr. 2, since USF's first commencement
in 1963.
Tomaino said Hayes, who was in Chicago at the time of the selection,
.
was "quite surprised:"
Goodwin said Hayes was selected by going through an alphabetical
list of Qtr. 2 degree recipients until his office came to the 20,000th
name on the Qtr. 2 list.
Hayes is currently employed by the Arthur Anderson C.P.A. firm.

He does, however, say he
thinks "it's pretty important for a
student to get a broad perspective before diving deep into
something to get an idea of what
he is diving into."
Pres. Cecil Mackey agrees that
"the concept of interdisciplinary
work is important."
AND HE THINKS the accent is
still very much on learning:
"Learning is what the University
is about."
He equates teaching, research
and service with learning, and
says the teaching process cannot
be separated from the enrichment of the teacher.
But some say that when
were
programs
grad·uate
developed and expanded, and
more and more time was devoted
to research, the undergraduate
class lost status.
THE CLASSES were made
larger and sometimes taught by
graduate assistants.
Solomons would "like to see us
return to something like the
concern for the undergraduate
program that we had in the past .
Wherever we can I would like to
see us return to smaller classes.';

liberation music service
stereo lp's, 8-track tapes, stereo
accessorie s, record care equipmen t
A Lot More Blues
ALot More Jazz
ALL AT FAIR PRICES

TOGfrHEH

Mackey says, "We are a
university, we are not an undergraduate college," but cites
"greater interest in the individual student" as one of the
long-range goals of USF.
OTHER GOALS Mackey
enumerates include responsiveness -to the community,
programs whose quality - is
always improving, and revising
and adding to program emphasis
as necessary.
But the days of the alluniversity book are gone forever,
and with them the aura of excitement described by Solomons:
"We were here at the beginning
of a university. There were all
kinds of opportunities to do
innovativething s ...A good part of
that turned out to be illusory. At
least ·as - long as vve all believed
we had that opportunity, it was
an exciting place to be. I suppose
we realized these · were all
illusions by about 1965-66;"

PELLETS FOR
BEAN BAG CHAIRS
CONEY'S INTERIORS
11412 W. PLATT Ph. 258-2131

~

THEY'RE IVlllHDER

* Tickets now on sale for

JOHNNY WINTER &EAGLES
1112 Busch Blvd. Ph. 935-5912
Hours; 11 :Jo-to 8:30
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NEBRASKA Ar FOWllR ·971-0007
PORSCHE 3568, convertible, 1962. 100 per
cent rebuilt brake system. Black top over
yellow body. $1200.00. Call Tom after 6
p.m. 839-2902.
CANOE RENTALS
B · Day or Week
Call 9~11or9U-l47'
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST--TURABiAN~
USF, APA, etc. style manuals.
IBM
SELECTRIC with type changes & Greek
symbols. 5 min. from USF-971-6041 after•
----LESSONS-G uitar,
5-string
Ba~"to. · Private lessons by Qualified lnstructon.
Guitar rental available.
Grlsse!f Music, Ph. 988-1419.
SPECIAL\ZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric that CORRECTS OWN
ERRORS, Pica or Elite. All types of work,
5 minutes from USF. Nina Schiro, 11110
N. 22nd St. 971-2139. If no answer, 235-3261.
TYPING,
Accurate,
Turabian,
Manuscripts, Theses, Term papers, and
others. Very close to USF. Call Lore Schmoll 971-2673.
5 string banjo lessons. Ability to read music

not required. Private personal instrument
supplied. Contact Albie, 971-6775;
I type everything- proofreading includedspecialize in fast service - Call Linda at
988-4689.
Baby sining in my home. Hr .. day or eve.
Near USF. Reasonable rates. Contact
Mrs~ Miller, 121i 138th Ave. Apt. B.

Take a break with US! At the all new
Treasureland Fun Center.
ExcitingEntertaining .
Featuring all new
amusements- air hockey-football-volleyguns-pool tables- misseles-plnballs galore.

MOTORCYCLES
& SCOOTERS
1972 Honda CB 450, ex cond, elec. start, bell,
helmet, lug. rack, visor, tools, manual,
real clean. S850. Cali 971-4370.

TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES
EUROPE
FOR STUDENTS & YOUNG PEOPLE June,
July-KLM to Amsteerdam, Cologne,
Steamer Cruise on Rhine, Basel, Lucerne,
Lugano, Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome,
Pisa, Italian & French Riviera, Nice,
Grenoble, Paris, London, New York,
Tampa. Beautiful, memorable 23 days of
fun. All inclusive cost $883. Escorted by
known educator, traveler. Call Dr. Flizak:
813-443-4901. 1417
Flagler
Drive
Clearwater: Fla.

J(
"----.~ISC. FOR SALE

(

SINGER SEW.ING MACHINES
These machines have never been used and:
are equipped to Zig ,Zag, make but- ,
tonholes, sew oil buttons, monogram &:
much more. Only $49.95 at : United
Freight Sales.· 4712 N. Armenia. Mon. thru
Sat. 9-7.
LENSES FOR NIKONS-- AutoVlvitar .f :4.5
~o-2;;omm zoom, T-4 mount, case $75.
Nikkor·Auto 24mm f:2.8 In case $100. Both
excellent concl. Call Tom Boyle 974-2181,
ADM 190.
REFLECTIONS
from
Master.
Subramuniya. Complete series. Available
at Survival Bookworks 12303 Nebraska
Avenue. Open 1 days a week 11 a.m.-7:30
p.m.
M.UST sell - Best offer takes : AM-FM
stereo cassette recorder, 21 inch GE color
TV, not new. Luxury elevated king-sized
waterbed. can 971-0216.
10-SPEED bicycle-Like new, excellent
condition. S60! CASH! Chain and lock lnCluded. Only 6 months old . Call 971-6219.
MUST sell-Yoshlca Super-8 movie camera
with Super-8 projector. Almost new, great
results. Sacrifice. S179. Ph. 971-8808.
COMICS.paperbacks , magazines. Sell, Buy,
Trade.
Fiction-Non-Fiction, Westerns.
Mysteries. Comics for collectors. 9-9
daily. Unique Books 12943 Florida Ave.

(

PERSONAL

)

' -.C•o•mp•ut•e•r•Da.tl.ng•_•T•ir•ed•o•f•Spe•n•d•in•gweekends alone? Be scientifically matched by interests. Write to: Partner, P.O.
Box 17812, Tampa, Fla . 33612
IF you need any info on drugs, referrals,
activities or just want to rap. Call Helpline
at 974-2555 or Women's Line 974-2556 for
problems.

-·s

FOR a knowledgeable understanding of the.
news, read the Weekly People. 4 mo. Sl.00.
Socialist Labor Party, 4530 9th St. N. St.
Petersburg, Fla. 33703

)

REAL ESTATE:
.

SMALL 2bd house $8000 cash total or s4100
down and assume mortgage 53300. 7009 No • .
Orleans. -Barbara 932-4071 or -974-2440.
HOUSE : Tem. Terr. area-conv USF and
shop. 3 Bdrm, 2 Ba., Lvg. rm, Ong. rm, Ex
Lg. Fam. rm, 9220 53nd St. 988-2629 aft.
6:00 p.m. $30,000 or equity.

(

HELP WANTED

HELP us celebrate Israel's 25 years of independence. Call Shelley 974-6433 or Jan
974·6270 Room 106.

plus

)

7 Days Too long

"EXTRA" cash (work today-pay today>
· guaranteed work, work when you want as
long as you want. Seven days a week.
Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919 .
E. Busch Blvd., 416 w. 'Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a.m.-6 p.m.

Midnight Shows
Fri. & Sat.
Cont. Shows from .11:45.

HELP WANTED
Truck Drivers and helpers, laborers,
warehousemen, fork-lift operators, land·
scaping. Transportation to and from .
work. Wages paid at end of every day.
Report ready to work, 6 AM to 9 AM daily.
Right Hand Man, Inc.
8225 N. Nebraska Ave.
or
1910 W. Kennedy Blvd.

10009
N.·; FLORiOA

A.VENUE

SALESGIRLS, evenings and weekends.
Immediate full time and part time
openings. Swiss Colony Store, F.l oriland
Mall, Florida and Busch Blvd. Apply in
person.

(
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NEEDED one super straight male
roommate who has a vital personal
relationship with Christ to share 2br apt.

(TV 1 RADIO,

eo" ,.,_

STEREO~

Euro med may offe r RX
via over seas train ing.

MARANTZ 1060 Stereo Amp $160. AR
Turntable- Shure Cartridge Model M91ED
SlOO Dynaco A25 Spkrs Sl25. Complete
System: $350. Call Mark, 974-6352.

For the session starting Fall, 1973, the European Medical Students Placement
Service, Inc. will assist qualified American students in gaining admission to recognized overseas medical schools.

Hitachi
8-track car tape player. 6
months old, SlOO new, sell for best offer.
Also lock mount $4. Tapes Sl.50 each. Call
Jon, rm 36, 974·6352 or 974-6353.

And that's just the beginning.

rolled in an American university are eligible
to participate in the Euromed program.

Since the language barrier constitutes the
preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a Perhaps most important, the Euromed Proforeign school, the Euromed program also gram helps the student attain his career
includes an intensive 8-12 week medical goal in the medical profession.
and conversational language course, man"I would like to thank you for providing me
datory for all students. Five hours daily, the
with the opportunity to fulfill my goal of
course is given in the country where the stubecoming a doctor . . . I believe that your
dent will attend medical school.
program holds a great deal of hope for the
In addition, the European Medical Students future ... in opening doors tor many young
Placement Service provides students with Americans ... and in aiding the U.S. in its
an 8-12 week intensive cultural orienta- critical shortage of doctors."*
tion course, with American students now •tram a letter from a £uromed participant
studying medicine in that particular country
We have helped place a number of qualified
serving as counselors.
students from the United States in recogSenior or graduate students currently en- nized medical schools overseas.

VW 1969 Bus, AC, clean. Call 949·6066.
68 Mustang, gold, blk vinyl top, economical 6
cyl, radio, heater, 5850 or best offer. Call
872-2721 day . 932-4102. night.
FOR SALE :
1970 Camaro, 350 Turbo
. Hydramatic , air, FM-tape, power
steering. 949-5109 after 6:00 pm.

People Read

For application and turther informatio n
phone toll tree (800) 645-1234 or write ...

Oracle Classifieds ...

---------------------------------

• EUROPEAN MEDICAL

Students placement service, inc.

: 3 McKinley Avenue, Albertson, N. Y. 11507
I NAM
MAILING ADDRESS

You Arel

·~~

5 lines only $1
Bring your ad to ·LAN. -472

~
==--==----..-::

M .ED
SCHOOL
AD MIS SIO N
PR OB LE MS ?

ONE
bedroom, carpeted, air cond ..
swimming pool. Available May, 5118. a
month, plus deposit. 971 -6611, anytime. It's
furnished.

"·

iiiiii.LDiiT. I\
==---=---

SUMMER Qtr contract (ends Aug. 12): $175.
Monthly contract (ends Sept. 14) :S7S per
mo. Free utilities If-apt . is full . La Mancha
Dos. 971-0100.

00

"'

Sun•Thun. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

(.___F_o_R_R_E_N_T_Jll!lliJ!)

:~;.""'"" "'""""

0

and everything else

REWARD offered for missing St. Bernard
with one blue eye. Call Melinda 971-2456.
Last seen vicinity of Livingston Rd. ,

LA MANCHA DOS is expanding. Next yr. we
will have apts. for over 1100 students. Our
rates will remain the lowest around - $67 $85 per mo., if you sign up early. A few
plush lbr efficiencies will also be available
next yr, $135 per mo. We are located one
block frorr. campus on 42nd St. 971-0100.

\ij

at ~onanza serve delicious seafood ... and

LOST & FOUND )

FOUND: TWA Youth Fare card belonging
to Elizabeth A. Smith. May pick it up at UC
lost & f0und Office.
·

1:

932-3401

COOKS and waitresses wanted. Over 21.
Temple Terrace, Florida Ave. and
Hillsborough Ave. Pizza Huts. Apply in
person.

C.._._M_ls_c_EllA_N_E_o_u_s_,,,,) (,_A_u_T_o_M_o_T1_v_E...,_)
PSYCHIC READINGS
TRY IT·- YOU'LL LIKE ITI
971-6159
GUIDANCE AND INSIGHT
IN PROBLEMS
OF A PERSONAL NATURE.

Sugar Cookie s

:

TODA-¥

:

1
I
I

. . . . . . . .. . .............................

GRADUATION DATE

.......
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Committe e members
appointed by Mackey
Five students, five faculty and Arnade she has been named
three staff members have been chairman of the student group.
FACULTY members include
appointed by USF Pres. Cecil ·
Mackey to a committee to Hans Jurgensen, Ronald · Birke,
provide input for a State Oscar Garcia, AI Lowe and ArThe faculty recomUniversity System security nade.
mendations came from Dr. Jesse
manual.
Dr . Charles Arnade, professor Binford, president of the Faculty
of International Relations, will Senate.
Phyllis Marshall, director of
chair the ad hoc committee,
· according to Joe Busta, assistant Student Organizations, will
represent Administrative and
to Mackey.
STUDENT members will Professional staff. Marshall did
include Bill Davis, Fred Peter- not know who the other staff
son, Valerie Wickstrom, Paula members were and Arnade was
Cunningham and Roger Storm . not available for ·comment.
Busta said yesterday the
Busta said the committee will
students were chosen from an ad
meetonce or twice.
only
hoc committee formed recently
The committee will make its
to review University Police
problems. He said the earlier recommendations directly to
committee was formed by Oracle Mackey in time for him to report
to the Council of University
Editor Bob Fiallo.
Wickstrom said she was told by Presidents May 7.

Unexpe cted---- Debbie Isaac was among USF students
who donated blood yesterday in Phi
Delta Theta's annual blood drive • . Nt.irse
Jessie Corral adjust's the donor's table

while Beth Ruis offers encouragement to
the USF woman who gave "a pint to save
a life."
Oracle photo by Randy Lovely

Labor union interest ed
in mainten ance .w orkers
A local labor union has expressed interest in organizing
members of USF's Physical
Plant Maintenance Department,
according to Larry Jackson, · a
worker . in the plant's electrical
and plumbing shop.

Local 88 . of the Painters and
Allied Trades Union (AFL~CIO)
were ·OD ci;tmpus ye~terday
distributing material to workers
leaving campus at the end of the
day. · Material describing the
union as well as applications for
membership were distributed to
"everybody (approximately 30)
but a few men who went out the
front gate," Jackson said.
.The distribution of information
was directed by J. D. Jones of the
District 66 Council of the Painters
and · Allied Trades Union.
Contactect last night, · Jones
would not · comment about the
Physical Plant situation, other
than to say "We are very in"

1

terested in doing everything we
can to have these men get
organiz.ed. '' He said a formal
statement concerning his Union's
involvement with Physical Plant
would be forth coming some time
.
next week.
"There were times," Jackson

Butler said the increase was
necessary due to "economic"
reasons, citing that Physical
Plant's Working Capital Fund,
through which his ·workers draw
salaries, is "very much in the
red."

Wake Up_
to the advantages
of advertising in the
Oracle Classified Ads.
5 lines Jor $1
Lan 472 Ext. 2620

said, "when the men (in Physical
Plant l were job-scared. But now
everybody is talking union. This
is something that has been
building up for over ten years.
Up .to now," Jackson said, "they
have never had anyone behind
them."

1

Page

Audit-- -------- acceptable reaction by people in
responsibility.
administrative
That would be a totally inapthe investigations · are not
propriate .reaction.''
"whitewashes." He said ·Butler
Yesterday afternoon, Butler
was concerned, not only with
said he would "welcome an infinding out if falsification is .· vestigation" . into his · _office.
actually occurring, but with · Asked if Chavez and Kraemer
finding the . reasoris behind his
will have any influence ori the · ·
discontent .
w o :r: k er s '
investigatfon, since Mackey has
Regarding po~sible reprisals
not suspended them, Butler said,
by Physical Plant officials
"They . will have no influence,
against meµ . they think ;ire inbecause they will be left out of
volved in lodging the complaints,
.
'
it."
Mackey said, "There is no basis .
for reprisals. That is not an
Continued from Page I
said steps will be taken to be sure

Increase in labor costs
economically' necessary

Beginning MSY, 1, Physical
Plant's mainten~e labor cost
per hour will incr~ from $6.35
to $7 .35, according' to Charles
Butler, director.

attempt to make a mockery of the
process ... "
would be made on recomHowever, Davis continued with
mendations from the SG
passages from the BOR
President, Walbolt said.
Operating Manual and policy
However, he said the error
occurred "through no fault" of statements declaring "SG Shall
be the represerntative of all
Busta.
"I'm convinced there was no students" and notingSG's right
intention to subvert anyone ... I to participate in decision making
·
hope they <SG> understand there procedures. .
was nothing contrived about it.
"I hope that it is clear that the
There's nothing further from the
responsibility for nominating
·
truth," Walbolt said.
students to all-University
committees rests in the office of
IN A MEMO to Howell
the President of Student.
yesterday, Davis said he realized
Governent, and that I will
the methods of selection for
exercise that responsibility for
student representatives on
committees were a "product of · the remainder of my tenure of
office ... ,'' Davis concluded.
confusion" and "not a malicious
Continued from

Spare Corpuscles

The per hour labor charge,
which according to Butler is still
well below hourly rates charged
by .off-eampus companies, has
been steadily increasing since
1960. At that time the charge.was
$3.50. In 1970 the cost climbed to
$5.30 and since the first of this
year has risen to $6.35.
According to Physical Plant
officials, special permission to
increase the labor cost was
granted by the state.
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LUTZ PAINT
& BODY SHOP
The place to have you
ar repaired correctly.
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TOYOTA PUTS IT All TOGETHER
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